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USDA Announces Plan To Encourage

KENNETH LEE WINS
ESSAY CONTEST

Long Staple Cotton Production
The Department of Agriculture recently announced plans to
encourage growers to shift from
the production of short staple
cotton to the longer staple length
in 1942, to make available particular types of cotton needed to
meet military requirements.
To encourage this change in
planting practices, Commodity
Credit Corporation will increase
the premiums to be offered on
longer staple lengths of cotton
under the 1942 loan program.
The premiums and discounts
that will apply to all grades and
staples under the 1942 loan were
announced in connection with
the program. In addition, it was
stated that CCC will support the
price of American-Egyptian and
Sea Island cotton through a purchase program in order to encourage increased production.
Premiums will be increased on
the longer staple lengths of
Amercan Upland cotton, officials
of the Department explained, to
enable producers to realize the
same per acre return from the
longer cottons which have low
yields, as from the shorter cottons which generally have higher
yields. Growers were requested
to make the shifts within their
present acreage allotments and
urged to exercise special care in
picking and ginning to secure
the highest possible grades which
are particularly needed in the
war effort.
The premiums and discounts
under the 1942 program announced at this time apply to
all rain-grown cotton and also
to irrigated cotton with a staple
length of li/fc inch and longer.
These differentials have been established on the basis of market
differentials during the first 6
months of the crop year, with
adjustments for the higher costs
of producing the longer staple
lengths.
Premuims and discounts for
irrigated cottons having a staple
length of less than li/ 8 inch will
be calculated also on the basis
of market value and will be announced as soon as studies now
in progress are completed.
Location differentials will be
based on the relative sales value
of cotton in domestic markets.
In that portion of the eastern
Cottton Belt where cotton is generally trucked to mills, the basic
loan rates will vary according to
zones which will extend from
eastern Mississippi and central
Tennessee to and including Virginia. For the western part of
the Cotton Belt, location differentials will be based upon actual
freight rates to the concentrated
mill area.
Growers of American-Egyptian cotton have been asked to
increase their acreaee to at least
150.000 acres in 1942, and to
make a greater increase if seed
supplies will permit. Approximately 136,000 acres of this cotton were planted in 1941. In
connection with this increase in
acreaee producers of AmericanEcyptian cotton will be protected aeainst serious price declines
through an offer by Commodity
Credit Corporation to purchase
this cotton, having a staple

Dr. Powell Draws
Large Audience

Freshmen In

The Interracial Group o f
Greensboro Colleges held its
meeting at Greensboro College,
February 4, 1942. Miss Trudie
Enzer, a native Czechoslovakian,
was the main speaker of the
evening. She gave a very interesting history of her country and its
happenings of the past few years.
She painted a picture of the
Czech youth rising again from
the shackles of the Germans.
Miss Enzers feels that her native
country is very democratic. After
the talk, the business was opened
with Mr. Francis Mebane, president and Miss Jo Howard, secretary, in their respective places.
(Continued on Page 6)

Special Course
n Stenography
Beginning with the Spring
quarter on March 23, a special
Secretarial Science course will
be organized for the purpose of
preparing students to pass the
civil service examination for service in Washington.
The course will consist of
special exercises and drills in
s h o r t h a n d and typewriting.
These students will be required
to continue their English and
perhaps some form of bookkeeping.
Students completing this work
will be eligible to take the civil
service examination for Junior
Stenographers. The salary for
these positions at the present
time is one hundred and twenty
dollars per month. The opportunities for immediate appointment are very good.
Persons interested in registering for this course should consult Mr. L. A. Wise, who will
have charge of same, as soon as
possible.

Race Relations
Sunday Observed

William Allen, member of the
music faculty at Fisk University,
appeared in Harrison Auditorium of A. and T. College, on
Wednesday, January 28, in a
piano recital.
Mr. Allen's masterly playing
of very difficult programs showed
him to be the posessor of a splendid technique and of fine musicianship. That the audience recognized this fact was seen in the
spontaneity of applause, and its
refusal to give him a requested
permission to shorten his recital because of another program
which was to follow.
It could be readily seen that
he was master of the keyboard
after he had played only a few
bars of his first selection, "Melodie," by Gluck. The deep
feeling and expression which he
put into his playing was strongly
supported by his exceptional
phrasing, nuances, dynamics and
touch control. His "singing
tone" was very evident.
The audience was lifted out
of the tranquil moods of "Melodie," "Soeur Monique," Couperin; and "Toccata," Paridies;
when the artist burst into the
accelerating rhythm of "Perpetual Motion," by Weber. He received a tremendous ovation at
the close of this expertly executed rendition.
Mr. Allen did an excellent job
of t h e difficult "Symphonic
Etudes, Op. 12," by Schumann.
His interpretation of the varying
moods of this masterwork was
scholarly.
The pianist was at his best in
his playing of three water impressiona, "Ondine," R a v e l ,
"Reflections in the Water," Debussy, and "By the Seashore,"
Smetana, which surrounded the
audience with an atmosphere of
exquisite beauty. William Grant
Still's "Quit Dat Fool'nish," and
de Falla's "Ritual Fire Dance"
awakened a hearty response in
the audience.

On Sunday, February 8, 1942,
at 3 o'clock, the Guilford County
Interracial Committee and the
Greensboro Intercollegiate Commission on Race Relations presented a Choral Concert in observance of- Race Relations Sunday, at the First Baptist Church.
The Choral groups appearing
on program were: The Sedalia
Singers of Palmer Memorial Institute, The Greensboro High
School A Cappella Choir, Immanuel Lutheran College Choir,
Selected Voices from Greensboro
College Glee Club, Bennett ColThe Fortnighters
lege Choir, Guilford College A
Two weeks ago a group of A.
Cappella Choir, The Agricultural and Technical College A Cap- and T. students saw British
Guinea. Not with their own
c o n t i n u e d on Page 6)
eyes, as you might suppose, but
through the content of a very enlightening, delightful but not os1942 Summer Quarter, Two Six Weeks Sessions tentatious lecture, delivered very
well by Mr. Freeman, a native of
British Guinea, and a student of
JUNE 8-JULY 17-AUGUST 28
our school. Many of the things
OFFERINGS
related were so very inviting that
1. Courses for raising or renewing teacher's certificates.
many of us decided that life
would be ideal if we lived there.
2. Intensive courses in typing and stenography to qualify stuAmong the persons attending
dents immediately for the increasing number of civil serthe gathering were: Babara Canvice positions.
ada, William J. Jones, Lois How3. Intensive training in aviation, machine shop practice, me- ard, James F. Lovell, Edna Watkins, Dora Traynham, Carrie
chanics, plumbing, welding and other defense courses.
Payton and Elizabeth Green.
4. An accelarated program whereby freshmen may register in
Any person interested in being
summer school and complete the four year curriculum in
affiliated with an informal litera shorter time.
Special courses in agriculture and industry including women ary group—who is interested not
only in the World of Literature
students.
•
x
but in anything current that
5. Graduate courses leading to the master of science degree.
would be of interest to the observant student, is cordially inFor further information address:
vited to attend our meetings.
WARMOTH T. GIBBS,
Until then—adios,
Director of Summer School
JEANETTE ALSTON, '44
Reporter.

Summer School

Group Meets

William Allen Charms Audience
in Brilliant Piano Performance

length of H/2 inch or longer, at
a price of 35 cents per pound,
net weight, for U. S. grade No.
1, 34 cents for grade No. ly_>,
33 cents for grade No. 2, 32 cents
for grade No. 2i/2, 30 cents for
grade No. 3. These prices will
apply to cotton stored in warehouses in the producing area.
Also in order to protect growers
against unwarranted declines in
prices and to encourage continued production of Sea Island cotton having a staple length of I14
inch and longer, the Corporation offers to purchase this cotton on the basis of 36 cents per
pound for cotton of U. S. grade
No. 2 and staple length of iy2
inch, w i t h appropriate premiums and discount for other
K e n n e t h Lee's Why We
grades and for other staple
Should All Want The Senior R.
lengths in excess of 114 inch.
O. T. C, appearing in the January edition of The Register
won first prize in the Essay Contest conducted by The Register.
It should be noted that this
is the second contest that Kenneth has won.
The judges were faculty memRev. A. Clayton Powell, Jr., bers. There is no contest in
pastor of the Abyssinia Baptist this issue of The Register. We
Church of New York City, and have had a contest in "Poetry,"
the first Negro elected to the city "Art" and "Essays." If you can
council of that city, was the think of other possible contests,
principal speaker on February 13 pass the ideas along to The Regat 8:15 P. M., for one of a series ister.
Kenneth Lee is a freshman,
of programs sponsored in celebration of Negro History Week, where are the upperclassmen?
at A. and T. College.
The series began on February
9, and extended through February 13.
Doctor Powell aroused much
interest in his appearance here,
and this young minister, who
has played a major part in the
It was recently announced by
social, civic and religious activities of New York City, drew Dean Gibbs, Director of Summer School that under the new
a large audience.
The celebration of Negro His- accelerated College program to
tory Week began with a round begin this year, it will be postable discussion by the Fort- sible for Freshmen to enter Colnightly Group and students of lege beginning with the Summer
the Negro Literature Class on School Session on June 8, 1942
Monday. On Wednesday, the and by continuing for three regcollege choir under direction of ular years and summers, comProf. Warner Lawson interpret- plete the regular four year curried the Negro's achievements in culum in three years or by June,
mtisic. Doctor Powell spoke on 1945.
This program is in line with
Thursday, and on Friday, the
college sponsored a student fo- the needs of National Defense.
rum on "Defense and the Ne- Under it, young men at the age
(Continued on Page 6 )
gro."

Interracial
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Paragraphics
T

Young men who have entered
the Military Service are reporting progress in their training.
Most A. a n d T . m e n have become Non-Commissioned officers
after about one m o n t h of service.
•
A. a n d T . is cooperating in the
City-County Air Defense Program.
•
T h e college has organized a
full Civilian Morale T r a i n i n g
Program. Every student has an
opportunity to select something
which will be of value to him
or her in case of emergency.
•
Girls! Now is your chance for
a good paying job in Washington. All you need to do is pass
the Civil Service test for at least
J u n i o r Stenographers or typist
a n d an a p p o i n t m e n t will follow
very soon thereafter.
•
R e a d the new accelerated program for college graduation. It
will be of interest to most students, both m e n a n d women. It
will give young men a better opportunity to complete their college course before reaching the
Selective Service age.

Fellow Students
Guest
Editorial
W e are a part of a great nation
which at present is at war against
the evil forces which are threatening our lives, liberty a n d o u r
pursuit of happiness. T h e fate
of our Democracy is at stake.
Each m o n t h our colored youth
are taking their places in the
armed a n d aerial forces of o u r
country. W e are p r o u d of them,

every one.

tion group have m a d e very notable progress d u r i n g the past
three weeks, and bids fair to become one of the most active defense training centers on the
campus.

It is time for all of us to awaken and to be about our duties.
W e must accept certain condititons a n d situations pleasantly. We must learn the value of
food conservation. As College
men and women, there is much
that we can do to aid in the National Defense Program.
Several groups have been organized on our campus for civilian aid. T h e purpose of these
groups have been explained and
I am sure that every student
could find his special interest
and devote a part of his time to
widen his field of knowledge in
that part of the war- which can
never be won in actual combat.
It is u p to us to do our part
and the time to act is Now. Let's
siand b e h i n d o u r boys in the
a ~my a n d help America win tins
war.
O H R E A B A G W E L L , '44

Campus C]ean-Up
Program

Morale a n d Personality
America is at war. W e have
a job of defending our interests
from attack from the outside.
W e cannot protect ourselves by
disunited action. Likewise, we
cannot accomplish it if we do not
possess some knowledge of how
we can best fight. You and I
must possess some conception of
what, precisely what we hope to
gain from our fighting; we must
possess some conception of what
the America of tomorrow shall
have in it for us. But o u r immediate problem is to transcend
the boundaries of race a n d selfish localism so that our America,
. . . the America for which our
forebearers suffered a n d fought
and worked, . . . so that our
America shall emerge victorious
from the conflict.
Winston Churchill has promised the p e o p l e of Britian
"blood, sweet, a n d tears." President Roosevelt has promised us
that until we shall have won this
war, there can be no end to the
demands placed u p o n us for
money, for men, and for knowledge. Both Churchill and Roosevelt constantly remind us that
the war must be won for the
sake of our children. Others
have pointed out that we must
possess at least six personality
traits: joy, grit, nerve, stamina,
strength, a n d assurance. Looking at the question from any
standpoint, it seems that we have
an enormous problem immediately confronting us. It is notable that this opportunity is
taken to speak briefly on MORALE AND PERSONALITY.
Personality has been variously
defined, but it is most usefully
thought of as the sum total of
activities by which we adjust
ourselves. W e might be willing
or unwilling; we might be courageous or cowardly; selfish or
unselfish; reliant or dependent.
W e might be stable or unstable.
Whatever we are or by whatever
means we adjust ourselves to
problems confronting us, we are
faced with the necessity for giving them description and meaning.
If you were to ask what morale
is, I should say that it refers to
"a condition of physical a n d
emotional well-being in the individual which makes it possible
for him to work a n d live happily a n d effectively, feeling that
he shares the basic problems of
the group of which he is a member, a n d that such a feeling
makes it possible for him to perform his task with such determination that he proves, in spite

of obstacles a n d conflicts, has
personal and social ideals worth
fighting for. From the point of
view that the individual lives
within group activities, morale
broadens all factors in the individual living, . . . it broadens
so as to bring about a hope and
uree group p-^tieipants on. It
embraces the effectiveness of the
group in accomplishing its task
and goal."
Morale, on the one hand, is
marked by t h e
individual's
orientation to future goals and
accomplishments as well as to the
situation immediately confronting him. O n the other hand,
adjustment tends to adapt the
individual only to the situation
immediately confronting him.
It is possible that the individual
be well adjusted and yet not
possess high enough morale to be
concerned with the future and
its prospects. A state of high
morale might be said to be a
condition of good adjustment
at a given time which would include an ffective and consistent
striving for conditions visualizing an improvement of that adjustment in the future.
T h e most of us are classed
u n d e r normal adiustment. T h i s
type of individual will find it
easiest to u n d e r s t a n d conditions,
to appreciate the conditions
which brought them about and
to look for himself to the prospects of a better future while he
ioins and participates with those
at the helm of our Ship of State.
T h e psychologists have found
that: (1) those who hold conservative points of view a n d who
conform to the expectations of
family a n d friends possess high
morale; (2) high morale is associated with deep religious convictions: (3) men with high morale use realistic techniques in
seeking social advancement a n d
make a realistic problem-solving response to difficulties; (4)
the more individuals enioy their
leisure activities, the higher the
morale; (5) morale is improved
when discipline is imposed by
the group rather t h a n by its
adult leaders; and (6) participation in organized g r o u p activities may improve morale.
T h e point of view taken here
is that the normal individual
must teach responsibility a n d
faith to the wishful thinker a n d
the worrying and fearful individual. T h e normal individual
must not tolerate selfishness. H e
must deplore it. O n the other
hand, he must be sympathetic,
and must try to appreciate the

problems which everyone is likely to encounter.
T h e word, m y friends, is
courage.
Courage to face an
uncertain present, courage to
face disappointments and inconveniences, a n d courage to look
forward to a better day. T h e
word is hope.
H o p e for eventaul success in realizing our ambitions and goals; h o p e for an
inspired confidence that such an
effort will never again be necessary.
In conclusion, we can safely
say that personality is closely related to morale. If one does not
possess the ability to make adjustments demanded of h i m today, how can he look forward
with courage to tomorrow's possibilities? It is incumbent u p o n
each of us to face today's obligations amidst the "blood, sweat,
and tears," and to plan for a
brighter and happy future confident that the acquired knowledge and experiences will enable
us to arrive at conclusions which
will be justifiably fair and righteous.
W e shall not agree with O m a r
Khayaam, that what happens
simplv happens. W e shall acknowledge that, this may be so;
but we will promote a spread of
courage a n d faith which will be
devoted to a full-fledged participation in our present war effort. W e must possess self-reliance and stability. W e must
never forget that the causes of
changes in o u r outlook and in
our present efforts will be based
u p o n our faith in the ultimate
victory of the righteous m a n a n d
upon our ability to make satisfactory adjustments to obligations which we unquestionably
owe to our native l a n d a n d to
ourselves.
ROCF.R KENTON

Professor

of

WILLIAMS

Education

Knitting
Girls! You're behind the time
if you haven't learned to knit.
T h e r e really is m u c h we women
students can d o for defense, we
can knit. Most of us say we
haven't any time, b u t you'd be
surprised if you know how much
time you really spend doing
nothing.
Indeed, the R e d Cross would
appreciate every knitted article
we could contribute, so let's
learn to knit at once a n d start a
sweater for the R e d Cross.
A KNITTER
•
Miss Crawford a n d her nutri-

By E. A. Watkins
You, as a student or an individual connected to this institution in some way, can help
Uncle Sam 'slap the }aps right
off the map,' if you will take an
active part in our program. You
may not be a soldier and fight
in the immediate theatres of
war as our boys are doing today
but you can commit yourself as a
civilian committee of one a n d
help us in our 'clean-up program.'
First, you may start with yourself. Soon there will be rationing of materials that go towards
the making of wearing apparels
for both women and men. You
may h e l p in this instance by preserving your present supply of
clothing and replacing them
only when necessary. In your
preservation efforts, it is well to
remember the old proverb—a
stitch in time saves nine.
Second, there is a clean-plate
campaign conducted by our cafeteria. You will not only be helping yourself but Uncle Sam as
well in this present food supply
shortage if you select food carefully. Select foods that will make
u p a balanced diet. Do not select foods which will consist of
all carbohydrates or proteins
but select food that you are sure
to eat and won't leave on your
plate. Eat all and plenty of the
right food so as to keep yourself well. T h u s , you will be
helping Uncle Sam.
And third, in the preservation
o f p a p e r , recently 200,000
pounds of waste paper have been
collected throughout the city.
T h i s paper is collected and sold
by the Daily News for a dual
purpose—manufacturers convert
the paper into boxes and shipping e q u i p m e n t to b u n d l e defense articles and The
Daily
News contribute to the Milk
F u n d so that underprivileged
children might have the essential
food values that only milk can
give. W e all can help Uncle
Sam and the Daily News too, by
dropping in boxes that have
been placed in various buildings
your discarded waste paper.
You can see that with little
or no effort and as an unskilled
Civilian Defense Worker, you
too, can help jointly with the
skilled worker in w i n n i n g this
war. You've got what it takes
—only give!

THE NEGRO IS THE MAN
We all have heard the slander
gainst the Negro
manHe is known as a scoundrel and
hangs his head in shame.
True, he fought on the field of
Flanders
He has served on juries too, yet
he must suffer for things he
doesn't do.
Years ago the chains of slavery
bound him to the
groundBut in his face he showed bravery
and uttered not a sound.
Must he go on throughout
the
years living in doubts and
fears?
No, the Negro will rise again to
heights that bear no shame
and future generations
will
proudly bear his name.
O H R E A L : B A G W E L L , 45
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A. & T. Tramples
Howard U. 52-26

the Bears, t u r n e d in fine performances. Both of them frequently found the hole in the
Aggie basket. Elliot's favorite
set shot from the left side of the
court worked perfectly.
Players, Shaw: Brown f; Edmonds, f; H a m l i n , f; James, f;
Childs, f; Price, c; Churchill, c;
Elliot, c; England, g; Allison, g;
Robinson, g; A. & T . : J. Evans,
f; Butler, f; W. Ford, f; Collins,
t; Harper, f; L. Evans; Gaskin;
Thomas, g; Gooden, g; Davis, g;
\ r m o u r , g.
Scores at half: A. and T., 31—
Shaw 16.
Officials: H. S. Blue a n d Charles DeBerry.
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Democracy and the Negro
In a letter to The New York TimesQ
dated November 14 and printed No- to a present head is due, perhaps,
vember 15, Miss Buck, one of the fore- more than to any other immedimost writers of our day, has caught ate cause, to the refusal of the
and expressed completely the prob- majority of defense industries
lem of the Negro and democracy in to employ colored labor on anyAmerica.
thing like an equal basis with

ored people will know where
they are. T h e y may even settle
down into a docile subject race,
so long as we are able to keep
the weapons of rebellion from
them—and these include education.
T o the Editor of The New York white labor. T o the colored
American
this
is
final
proof
of
As an American I should deTimes:
the hopelessness of his plight, plore any such thing, a n d yet
Your editorial of Nevember that even in the defense of his the world needs this sort of clari12, " T h e Other Side of Har- country he is not allowed his fication. Democracy now suffers
lem," denies the basic cause for share of work.
from vagueness because of the
the situation in our country of
lack of relation between princiSegregation Curbs
Patriotism
which the new manifestation of
ple a n d action. W i t h all the
And yet it may be a mistake evils that Hitlerism has, at least
crime in H a r l e m is only a symptom slight enough for what it to say that this denial of the it has one virtue, that it makes
signifies. Nor are the construc- chance at jobs is more to blame n o pretense of loving its fellowtive measures proposed sufficient. than the resolute segregation in men a n d of wanting all people
It would be impossible for any the Army or the practical limi- to be free a n d equal. Everybody
accumulation of social welfare tation in the Navy. T h e colored knows where nazism stands a n d
work to solve the situation which American, thanks to an educa- what to expect of it. Cruel as
produces crime in Harlem. W e tion in democracy, now really it is, a n d dangerous as it is to
T h e A. and T . Wizards of Oz
all know that merely to make wants to see his country a de- civilization, it is less cruel, a n d
proved too smooth a cage maarrests and impose sentences can mocracy. W h e n he defends the it may be even less dangerous in
chine for the Bluefield State
be nothing but an emergency U n i t e d States of America he the end, than the sort of democTeachers basketeers, Wednesday
measure and one which promises does not want to do so segregated racy which is not real enough or
night, February 4, in the Aggie
no fundamental improvement and limited. T h i s contradicts strong enough to practice what
gymnasium, a n d the Big Blues
for the future. But equally pal- his idea of a democracy. H e has it preaches. T o destroy h o p e
became the victims of a 69 to 40
liative are the efforts of welfare grown u p a good deal since the utterly is kinder than to allow it
defeat.
workers on the basis u p o n which W o r l d W a r . And he has not without intending to let it be fulBluefield trailed at the end they are now organized.
forgotten that war. H e is will- filled.
of the first half by only eight
ing to fight and die again, b u t
T h e reason why colored Amerpoints, 31-23, b u t a volley of Agnot for something he does not
Patience
Wanting
gie shots found their mark in icans are compelled to live in possess anyway.
ghettos,
where
they
are
helpless
T h e importance of facing the
the second half, quickly increasT h e white American is conagainst high rents and miserable
situation between white a n d coling the lead.
scious
of
this
feeling
now
seethhousing, is the segregation to
Duke Beasley, a forward from which race prejudice compels ing and m o u n t i n g in the hearts ored people in o u r own country
from Louisville, Ky., led the Ag- them. Race prejudice makes and of his colored countrymen. But is twofold—it is u p o n this rock
gie attack with 14 points. Beas- keeps Negroes' wages low be- the white American sedulously that our own ship of democracy
may go down first, a n d u p o n
ley has seen little action this
cause some labor unions will not avoids acknowledging or indeed this rock, too, that all peoples,
year, b u t proved his mettle when
admit colored labor on the same even facing it. W i t h the same may divide into ultimate enmihe constantly bombarded the
basis as white labor. Race prej- curious blindness which none of ty. Everywhere in the world the
enemy objective in a game which
udice and race prejudice alone us could understand in France, colored peoples are asking each
was fast throughout. Lorenzo
we white Americans avoid the
Collins, guard, and Fobie But- is the root of the plight of peo- reality in our own country. W e other if they must forever endure
1 e r, forward, trailed Beasley ple in greater and lesser Harlems do not want to discover the the arrogant r u l i n g white race.
with twelve points each. Collins all over o u r country. Race prej- real t r u t h about the colored T h e y feel they have been very
constantly harassed the visitors, udice compels colored people to American, which is that our prej- long patient, but they cannot be
and gave a brilliant exhibition take what work they can get be- udice denies him democracy W e patient forever a n d they will not.
on breaking u p passes. It seem- cause there are so many jobs Ne- refuse to face it because we do In India such men as Nehru,
ed as though the New York boy groes cannot get.
not want to change the status of now again in jail at the hands
was all over the court. Several
Hope Becoming
Despair
the colored person. W e wish to of white m e n fighting for democtimes he dribbled the full length
keep him the servant of the racy in Europe; in o u r own
of the court, through the Bluecountry colored Americans, as
As a result of the effects of race white man.
field defense, to make a tally.
intelligent, a n d well educated as
prejudice a very serious convicHypocrisy
Seen
Nehru, barred by their color
tion is gradually becoming setCredit should be given to
I am, I think, realistic and ob- alone from an equal chance with
tled in the minds of colored
Wakefield, Big Blue forward,
jective on this matter of race,
T h e A. and T . Aggies romped who paced both sides with 16 Americans all over our country. having lived most of my life white Americans to earn their
living or to defend d e m o c r a c y T
h
e
v
are
coming
to
see
that
what
to victory over the Shaw Bears points. H e showed himself to
among colored peoples. Mv own there is a deep, subtle, dangerous
thev
have
been
taught
and
have
here in the Aggie gymnasium be an expert at dribbling, passbelieved is not true—namely, ancestrv is entirely Southern, relationship between them. W e
last Saturday night and p u t to ing and shooting.
if colored people can be patient and I am very familiar with the are foolish if we do not realize
an end any Shaw dream of reT h e scores: Bluefield (40); and good and show themselves problems of white and colored it.
venge for a previous defeat Players: Smith, f; Wakefield, f;
in the South. I do not, however,
For in many educated colored
handed them by the Aggies this Hayden, f; T h o m a s , f; Jasper, c; obidient and humble they will believe their solution is to be
inevitablv
p
r
o
v
e
themselves
Americans hopelessness results
season, with a 57-36 margin.
Mack, c; West, g; Shields, g;
found in what the average white
T h e Aggies drew the first Brown, g; A. and T . (69); Play- worthy citizents and will there- Southerner says, in the familiar not in simple crime b u t in a refore
receive
the
rewards
of
full
jection of patriotism. T h e r e are
blood of the contest, b u t for a ers: Beasley, f; Evans, Joe, f; Butoattern, that the Negro is a childmoment it seemed as if the game ler, f; Gaskins, c; H a r p e r , c; Col- citizenship. T h e v are beginning ish creature, delightful enough those, and some of them leaders,
to believe, and this in very large
who favor J a p a n in the present
would be another n i p a n d tuck
lins, g; Evans, Lefty, g; Thomas, numbers, that individuals or in his place, w h o onlv wants to crisis, seeing in J a p a n the future
affair with the Aggies on the
g; Gooden, g; Smith, g; Davis, even collective wcrth as h u m a n be taken care of a n d fed a n d leader of all colored peoples in
short end of the scoring. W i t h
g; Ford, g.
beings gains them n o t h i n g so sheltered and treated kindly. the world. T h e r e are those who
the score 7-6 in Shaw's favor, the
Gooden, g; Smith, g; Davis, g.
Ions as they are Negroes. T h e T h a t the Negro in the South prefer Hitler to British imperiallocals jumped into the lead a n d
Score at half: A. a n d T . 31; hopefulness naturtl to their race often eliblv falls in with such as- ism, feeling that if English rule
constantly widened the margin.
is now changing tfl despair. Col- sertions means nothing; that the over colored races can be deAt half time the Aggies led 31- Bluefield 23.
ored leaders are saying today Negro is afraid of his white mas- stroyed, then Hitler can be dealt
Officials: Deberry a n d Blue.
16.
that n o a m o u n t of achievement ter and savs what the white m a n with afterward as the less estabCoach Rollie Bernard sent
will gain anvthinr for the color- wants him to sav. T h e same Ne- lished evil. At h o m e a n d abroad
every m e m b e r of his squad into
ed people as a whole, and that, PTO ouicklv expresses himself in the white race has the choice to
the affray at one time or the
Intra-Mural Games
moreover, thev n) longer believe totallv different terms as soon as make—whether it will follow the
other. V e r y little difference
the people of th; U n i t e d States he changes his locality a n d is re- totalitarian principle of ruler
T
h
e
Intra-mural
setup
here
at
could be noticed in the playing
will
fight for denocracy. Ameri- lieved of his fear.
A.
and
T
.
College
is
under
the
and subject races, even to the inof the substitutes a n d that of
cans
mav
fierht
tc
live
and
d
o
as
direction
of
Archie
Hatris,
the
But be that as it may, the real evitable end of rebellion and the
the first stringers as the entire
Aggie squad seemed to be "on." Ail-American football siar from the like, thev sry, b u t not for point is that our democracy does worst of wars, or whether peonot. allow for the present divi- ples of all colors will decide to
J o h n T h o m a s , Aggie guard, I n d i a n a University and famed democracy.
T h i s convictioi of some color- sion between a white ruler race work put ways of living in murepeatedly tossed the basketball world disc holder. H ; is serthrough the enemies' loop with ving in the capacity of assistant ed leaders and n a n v more col- and a subiect colored race, and tual harmony and freedom.
both speed a n d accuracy to ring Coach a n d has begun the year ored peoole is npidly permeat- we ought to make u p our minds
Crisis Near at Hand
u p a total of 20 points which with a big intra-mural arogram. ing the whole tvelve millions. as to what we want a n d then
Standing:
W h e n hope is ta:en awav from move to accomplish it. If the
Such is the situation between
made him high scorer for the
game. T h o m a s stated at the Kappa Alpha Psi vs Tne Inde- a people moral d<eeneration fol- U n i t e d States is to include sub- colored and white peoples at this
pendents-22-21
lows swiftly after.Young colored iect and ruler peonies, then let moment. It is idle to say that
beginning of the year that he
intended to give the veterans a Alpha Phi Alpha vs Gieensboro men and women today are giv- us be honest about it and change the crisis is two steps off a n d let
Big Five-40-9
ing u p hope of iuitice or security the Constitution a n d m a k e it us attend first to defense a n d the
fight for a varsity position, a n d
Crisis between
now it seems that he has kept his Omega Psi P h i vs Varstory Vi- in their own couttry. W h e n this nlain that Negroes cannot share present war.
kings-27-13
hopelessness reacles down to cer- the privileges of the white peo- white and colored is not two
word. H e , without a doubt,
T
tain strata in ary society, out- ple. T r u e , we would then be steps off-it is close, inextricably
paced the Aggies in b o t h defen- N o r t h Dormitory vs aculty
breaks of crime are inevitable. totalitarian rather democratic; mingled with this war, because
-23-22
sive a n d offensive play.
Estell H a r p e r , Aggie forward, Kappa Alpha Psi vs / l p h a P h i W e must expee it in many but if that is what we want, let the war against nazism carries
places besides Karlem. It has us sav so a n d let us tell the Ne- race equality as one of its m a i n
Alpha-21-19
was the next high scorer with
13 points. T h e stellar Elliot of W a r r e n County C l u b j* Y. M. C. already occurred h other cities. gro so. T h e n the white Ameri- issues. It does n o good that we
A.-14-26
Shaw was next in line with 12
T h e swiftness vith which this cans will be relieved of the ne- ourselves keep the issue hushed
(Continued on Page 8)
points. Elliot a n d Edmonds, of Dietetics vs Glee Clul-53-18.
long gathering d s p a i r has come cessity of hypocrisy and the col-

A valiant but outclassed Howard University cage team fell victim to the black magic of Coach
Rollie Bernard's A. a n d T . Wizards Saturday night, February 7,
in the Aggie gymnasium, and
were walloped to the tune of
52-26.
Referee C h a r l e s DeBerry's
Madison H i g h School basketeers
won consecutive victory No. 23
when they nosed the A. a n d T .
J. V s by a 28-27 score, in a n i p
and tuck affair. T h i s was the
J u n i o r Wizards' first lost.
Lorenzo Collins, Aggie guard,
started the scoring with a beautiful shot from the center of the
floor. Both teams were slow in
getting warmed u p , but the Aggies eventually found their range
a n d at half time h a d r u n u p a
23-15 margin.
Collins and Duke Beasley were
high scorers for the Aggies with
12 and 11 points respectively.
Hill led the visitors with 11
points. Collins, unlike many
players, did not have any pet
spot on the hardwood from
which to shoot. H e tossed 'them'
in from all sections of the court.
His record for the season establishes him as a consistent
scorer. Beasley, who has seen
very little action this year, has
demonstrated in the past two
games that he is an adept ball
handler.
Players, Howard: Hedgepath,
f; Mitchell, f; Burroughs, f; Hill,
f; Bowser, c; T u r n e r , g; Roundtree, g; Middleton, g; Gordon,
g; Westmoreland, g; A. and T . :
Beasley, f; Joe Evans, f; Butler,
f; L. Evans, f; Gaskin, c; Armour, c; Collins, g; Thomas, g;
Harper, g; Gooden, g; Davis, g.

Shaw Bears Fall

By 57-36 Margin

Aggies Roll Over
The Big Blues
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+ Campus Slants And Other Features
Inquiring
Reporter

audience. If every Negro of the
U. S. could have heard his
speech, there would definitely
be a great change in this setup of "false" democracy.

There's Been A Lynching
In Missouri

Missouri lynched a Negro!
That isn't news, for there have
been lynchings on top of lynchWhat are your reactions to
ings and most often the victims
the speech made by Dr. A. Clayof such diabolical acts have been
ton Powell, Thursday
night,
Negroes. It isn't the lynching
February 12, 1942?
Wake up, A. and T.—Dash a as such t h a t astounds and
Roger Kenton Williams, Pro- little water in your eyes and wake arouses our righteous indignafessor of Education, Agricultur- up to the hectic situations that tion. Nor is it the heinous baral and Technical College—Dr. A. confront us. We all know that barity in which the deed was
C. Powell gave us an inspired ad- A. and T. has a large student done—t h e dragging through
dress, a thought provoking, chal- body and a limited number of streets and the pouring of gasolenging speech just at the time accommodations. The students line upon the corpse and setting
so many of us needed to be stim- are subjected t o overloaded fire to it. Regardless to how
ulated to thinking about how dormitory rooms (sometimes degenerative this might appear,
the national crisis affects us. The five to a room) a small dining regardless to the terrible shuddering feeling such repulsive infact that there are sectional dif- hall (watch the Sunday line).
humane treatment might excite,
ferences not only in the majority
Were you down at the gym these are not the immediate
but also in the minority race Monday night, (February 9) durwould preclude a universal ac- ing the preliminary game be- causes for our anger. For as
ceptance and application of Dr. tween the Kappas and The In- was stated above, it's nothing
Powell's philosophy of action. dependents. It was a wonderful new. But what does hurt and
These social psychological dif- game. Both teams played swell fill us with maddening indignaferences, even though they are all the way. Barnhill, Mebane, tion are the time chosen to comonly simply understood, suggest Lowther, and Gup all received mit this act and the arrogant
the necessity for us as students to applause for displaying their in- attitude of those mobsters who
question seriously the validity of dividual styles (Eh, Avant?). All did it.
It is a time of national emerthe Powellian formula. Furth- attention was focused on the
ermore, his denial of the role of game until an uproar began in gency; we know that. How can
education in the attainment of the northwestern corner of the we forget it when every time we
have asked for some small degree
equality of opportunity ought to gym.
be a challenge, a spark for the
It all began with the expul- of fair-play they have used it as
entire educational setup among sion of one of the students from an excuse to evade our petitions?
Negroes to review its achmeive- the "reserved" section. Anger We are told to sacrifice all for
ments, to encourage progressive- arose, temper arose, excitement this country, for the preservaness, and to reorganize itself so arose, and finally Coach Harris tion of this democratic way of
that what, in spite of its weak- arose and with the grace of a na- life. Sacrifice so that the connesses, is still our most effective tive Oklahomian, strode across tinuation of the American way
educational agency may contem- the great divide, brandished his —the most perfect model of inporaneously acknowledge t h e trusty "resolver" and let loose dividual freedom, justice, and
problems of the race and seek with a volley of shots. Momen- fair-play, will be assured. And
the most universally acceptable tarily, Coach was the recipient of some of our own race leaders,
means of eradicating them. Dr. all glances (both favorable and who, actually, are just WashingA. Clayton Powell's speech has unfavorable) in that area. He ton's flunkies, go around preachevoked a great deal of discussion brought about a temporary con- ing the virtues of this set-up, and
in my classes. To the extent that clusion of the practical side of urging us to give unstintingly
his speech discourages procrasti- the theory "Might (the usher) our support to the prosecution
of this war against Fascism.
nation in responsible circles, to against Right (the student)."
Let us look at this thing for
the extent that it removes the
We all know that one in au- what it really is: 1) Fascism is
cobwebs f r o m unused racial
strength, and to the extent that thority should be heard and evi- Fascism be it in Germany or
it is predicted on a sound knowl- dently in this case should (?) be America; 2) we can never fully
edge of the social psychological felt. The law of nature is: the support a war until some of the
structure, I feel that his speech early bird catches the worm; the glorious ideals of this country
law of A. and T. should be: The are put within the reach of the
is applicable to our needs.
early student obtains a seat.
Negro, too; and 3) what is of
Jeanette Alston, '44, Boston,
"Early arrivals were politely greater danger to our personal
Mass.—His dynamic speech pro- ushered to the bleachers and welfare, the Nazis' treatment of
voked much inspiration. He of- away from the "red light" areas. blacks which is made ten times
fered the most impressive chal- Those seats were for "paying cus- worse than it is by British propalenge to youth that I have heard tomers." Socially speaking, we ganda, or the treatment given
since the beginning of the crisis pay our Bursar a monthly visit us here, of which that grim scene
from any speaker.
to better insure our acquaint- of Missouri is :ypical and which
ances
with h i m. Financially is very near. Remember there
William J. Jones II, '42, Charspeaking—o
n e dollar (yours) aren't three tlousand miles of
lotte, N. C—In my opinion, the
equals
one
dollar
(mine).
ocean waters separating us from
speech was very forcefully deMissouri.
Yes ,the Kappas won 22-21.
livered and if applied by the Negro youth will elevate the status
C. RUSSELL WYRICK
The white press exclusive of
of the Negro.
Missouri and certain other sections of the Soith, is angry beBernice L. Ferguson, '44, New
cause of this crime. They have
York, N. Y.-l think that Dr. A Prayer for Peace
denounced it. But denunciaPowell gave a very wonderful "Our Father who art in heaven"
tion isn't enougi since that they
lecture and in it he brought out
can play such a tremendously visome very vital points which we Who's blessings never cease
We humbly pray for guidance, for tal role in the formation of pubas a race and individuals should
lic opinion, ard subsequently,
take into serious consideiation. health,
in the passing of national laws.
The only way the Negro will be Anrl for international peace.
May
the
whole
world
be
awakened.
And
until they ;ome out openly
able to enjoy equal rights both
and join with is in our fight to
socially and politically is to To the need of righteousness.
unite themselves. Dr. Powell is For only through the blessings of God have anti-lynch legislation passed upon, we ian but consider
a leader that I will always re- Is there real happiness.
them as being iisincere and their
member and I think we all
Our Father we pray "Thy Will Be weak denunciation as a poorly
should.
Done"
constructed shan behind which
to hide. After all, any manifesSherman Williamson, '43—7 Forgive us our sins and greeds, may
tation of Fasdsm whatsoever,
think that Dr. A. Clayton Powell The whole world be in unison,
such as Missoiri's, makes our
is one of the greatest speakers Bless every race, color and creed.
war effort cont adictory with its
that I have ever heard. He T h e principle of democracy
aims, thus makhg that effort lose
kindled a fire in my soul that Is a wise arid workable plan.
all its positive ignificance.
burnt not only that night but It leads to Christian progress.
Yes, I'm defnitely "het up"
is still alive today and will be Peace on earth, good will to man
forever. I can never forget the All these blessings and many others we and I think thu any thinking,
red-blooded Negro should be.
arrangement of words and how Ask in Thy Name. Amen.
TOBITHA WOOTEN
Following is a poem that I've
much power they had upon the
By Robert T. Gilchrist, Jr.

The
CAMPUS

Sherman Williamson, '43
'Twas one dark cold dreary
midnight. All was still. Nothwritten on that dastardly oc- ing but the sound of howling
wind could be heard. In an
casion.
old weather beaten shack down
at the foot of Black Mountain
There's been a lynching in Missouri,
was an ugly, slender, bony creaO! Godl It breaks my heart.
ture, stretched out on a broken
It is the same old shoddy tale;
down bed.
You know its every part.
His name was Death. The
The gruesome, savagery of it
bony figure raised his arms and
O! breaks my heart in twain.
gave a lazy yawn. He scratched
They dragged him, God, through his boney head as if he'd forgotten one of his tasks. Quickly,
crowded streets,
Death seized an aid grey book
That bestial mob insanel
with black pages and crooked
white letters. After finding the
Remain grim scene of tragedy!
name of his next victim, Death
With all avenging fire!
grabbed his long black cape and
T h e sullen mob, the stench of flesh
brushed out the door of his
Upon that burning pyre! '
hut. He mounted his jet black
steed and like a flash of light
I want to hate those cowards, God,
flew across the dark sky. After
As long as I have breath.
a few minutes ride through the
I know 'tis idle but I wish
sky, Death settled down in the
For them a similar death.
yard of a little tin top house.
JAMES FLOYD LOVELL, '43
He tied his steed to an old
dead tree and slipped quitely in* Student Nurses'
to the house. Death tipped down
the hall and slowly opened the
Keeping the vigil that—
door
of a little three year old
—Bids the darkness "stay away,"
Negro baby's room.
—Barters, with afflicted, cheer for
He stood straight and wrung
dismay;
his hands while giving a very
She, never wilts at the price to pay
mysterious laugh.
With the
—Who'd keep a life another day.
speed of an arrow, he ran and
caught the child by its throat
What greater deed could there be done
with his powerful white long
—Than, to have saved a life? A
bony hands.
victory won
The little Negro child opened
—From pestilence, accident—those
its
big beautiful watery eyes and
demons
—Who love to chip, and leave but slowly closed them. Not closing them until daybreak but forlittle
—When, the human body they begin ever.
Like a flash of lightning,
to whittle.
Death mounted his black steed
Strengthen yourself! For, the course and again sped across the black
sky taking with him the life of a
begun
beautiful,
little Negro baby and
—Spells hard work, but there'll be
leaving behind a sobbing mother
fun
with a broken heart.
—Too; heed your Primers, persevere;
think not of yourself, but ambition
dear
, —Little girl garbed in grey,
- B e a NURSE somday!
H. GASKIN '43
** This poem is dedicated to the
staff and' Student Nurses of the
L. Richardson Memorial
Hospital, Greensboro, N. C.

Secret Passion
(Dedicated to Pat, Wingo, and
Eva De Mils
She sees his bouyant gait as he strides
across the campus land,
She watches the width of his shoulders
denothg an athletic man.
Her heart experiences a peculiar sensational beat,
As his loyish smile seems to sweep
her off her feet.
She amiiies at the funny little way his
hair seras to grow,
A certain light escapes her eyes and
she worders does he know.
A desire b push back that stray lock
of hair,
Escapes tto—and she grows nervous
beneath his stare.
A longing to sometimes under the
moon fel,
T h e grip af his powerful arms which
must belike steel.
An introdiction? No, that would surely
spoil tht secret game,
And chanes are he doesn't feel at all
the same
Her Secret °assion will always be someone she'd rather never meet,
She may siffer disallusions and cease
her hearts thrilling beat.
SANDRi "HD3BY" BO WENS

Seats A t The Games
Who is responsible for the affray, we don't know. Of course
you know what I'm referring to.
It is the "Cossack" method employed by ushers at the UnionA. and T. game when they tried
forcefully to remove students
from their seats so that other
spectators might have them.
Each student, when he enters
here in the fall, purchases tickets
to all the games. And when he
roes to the 'gym' early so that
he might have a seat, he isn't
willing to relinquish that seat
to Iate-arrivers.
Furthermore,
he should not be forced to give
up that seat.
Attractions are brought to this
campus for the benefit and entertainment of the student body.
This being true, it is my opinion
that students should have first
choice to seats. Those ushers
acted without intelligence or discretion, and if they were given
the authority to act in such manner, t h e n no such authority
should have been g-iven them
J. FLOYD LOVELL, '43

Sweet Young Thing: "Well,
I must run along. I've a date
with nine insurance men."
Friend: "What's the 'pine insurance men?'"
Sweet Young Thing: I am going to insure Oscar."
Friend: "Who is Oscar?"
Sweet Young Thing: "My

cat/
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AMONG
Y. W. C. A.
T h e Y. M. and Y. W . C. A.
met jointly on Sunday, February
1, 1942. After being led in a
very inspirational worship service, the g r o u p gave their attention to Mr. R. K. Williams
who spoke on "Personality Development." His talk was followed by a very informal discussion in which the majority
took part, a n d had time permitted, tlie discussion would
have gone on a n d on.
T h e Y. W. C. A. is undertaking the pioject of Bundles For
Briiain, so don't discard last
year's clothing, but hand them to
us. We can also use toilet articles and toys. In fact, anything will be appreciated.
H e l p us with our Bundles For
Britain.
BARBARA CANADA
Chairman Publicity Committee

News of Choral Society
T h e Choral Society a n d Men's
Glee C l u b enjoyed a very successful trip in Virginia—Lynchburg a n d Farmville—February
4th a n d 5th.
T h e y sang in the Court St. Baptist C h u r c h in Lynchburg and
the Negro H i g h School in Farmville. Both concerts were warmly
received and witnessed by very
large audiences.
Among the songs especially
liked were the two swiltly moving Russian folk songs, "Fireflies" a n d "At Father's Door" by
the Men's Glee Club.
T h e Glee C l u b is very grateful to Miss Margaret Tynes, a
former member of the choir, for
her beautiful solo work in "Yonder, Yonder." Miss Tynes is
a native of Lynchburg.
Soloists for the concerts included Misses M. Johnson, V.
T e a l , V. Hines, A. Tynes, C.
Brown. Messers. J. Bagley, J.
Johnson, L. Martin a n d M.
Tynes.
T h e Choir regrets the loss of
Daniel Miller to the army, b u t
we hope he will be as valuable
to Uncle Sam as he was to the
Choir.

Collegiate 4-H Club
Holds Meeting
T h e Collegiate 4-H Club, a
recently formed organization
here at A. a n d T . College, held
i t s regular meeting Tuesday
evening, February 17, in R o o m
207, Noble Hall, Mr. R. E. Jones,
Specialist, Negro 4-H
Club
W o r k e r was present, a n d gave
the purpose of the organization,
which is to perpetuate the idea
of 4-H club work in college, to
provide organization a n d social
activity based on c o m m o n mediums of experience, a n d to keep in
touch with the members as provable leaders u p o n graduation
from college, as Agricultural Extention Workers or other phases
of agricultural work dealing
with rural people. O t h e r such
clubs have been organized in
the state, at N o r t h Carolina
College For Negroes, D u r h a m ,
State T e a c h e r s College, Fayetteviye, a n d State Teachers College, Elizabeth City.
T h e Collegiate C l u b here at
A. a n d T . College boasts a membership of approximately eighteen members, representing fourteen counties in N o r t h Carolina.
Officers of the club are: president, Jesse Francis; vice president, Andrew Best; secretary,
Carrie Payton; assistant secre-
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tary, Mary L. Armstrong; treasurer, Lois Clay; historian-reporter, G. Lucinda Ruffin.
T h e C l u b meets every two
weeks and any student on the
campus who is a former 4-H
Club member is eligible for
membership.
Following the business session
Tuesday evening, social h o u r
was enjoyed when hot cocoa and
cookies were served.
G. L U C I N D A R U F F I N
Reporter.

The Pinochle Club
On January 21st, the Pinochle
Club, a new phase of the extracurricular activity program on
the campus was organized with
the following persons elected as
officers: President, Robert T .
Gilchrist; vice president, Carolyn Woods; secretary, Juanita
J o h n s o n ; assistant secretary,
F.dyth Mae Holmes; treasurer,
Miss Evangeline Brown; business manager, Aszrow Hopkins;
reporter, Robert T . Wall a n d
advisors, Miss Evangeline Brown
and Dr. J. M. Smith.

Sunday School News
W i t h singular loyalty, a number of students are continuing
o attend Sunday School every
Sunday, giving to it life, devotion and encouragement. Needless to say—it is not the duty of
a mere few to attend Sunday
School but a privilege and duty
for all of us to take part in and
enjoy.
T h e regular members of the
organization deserve much commendation for the inspiring
chapel program they rendered
a few weeks ago. Rev. J. C. Melton, the principal speaker for
the occasion, rendered a stirring
and challenging address — one
that few of us can forget.
It has been decided, quite
conclusively, that the Sunday
School will not give a dance
this year, as has been done previously. Most religious organizations don't—why should we?
Might I suggest that dancing is
not the only form of pleasure to
be derived from an organization
of this sort. Therefore, be watchful, the Sunday School will sponsor an enjoyable bit of entertainment before long.
I plan to attend S u n d a y
School regularly from now on—
How about you?
Respectively submitted,
J E A N E T T E A L S T O N , '44
Reporter
•

T h e chief aim of this club
is to provide further recreation
and amusement for those who
can play the game of Pinochle.
W e are also extending invitations to those w h o cannot play
the game and wish to become
members of our fold.
All meetings will be held in Omega News
the recreation room of H o l l a n d
T h e Omega Fraternity wishes
Hall.
to join with the Dining H a l l
in asking the students to do their
R O B E R T T . W A L L , '42
share in saving for the National
Reporter
Defense. Be wise in all your
dealings during t h i s period.
Spend a n d buy with an underThe Lampodas Club
standing of the things you must
T h e Lampodas Club of the have and not of the things you
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity has would like to have.
In speaking of cooperation we
its plans for the remainder of
also thank the student body for
the year well on the way.
Since the last issue of The Reg- the splendid way in which they
ister the club has added some backed u p the game between
new members. T h e s e members our Aggies a n d the N . C. Eagles.
are as follows: Brothers Fletch- T h e team was in there. It shower Whitted, Coolidge Powers a n d ed a n d displayed remarkably,
the fight and excitement which
Joseph McKinney.
is always present when the two
T h e following Lamps played Old N o r t h State rivals meet.
with the Omega basketball team:
O u r little brothers and little
Brothers T h e o d o r e Welles, Robsisters
entertained us on Februert Carlos, Joseph McKinney,
ary 20, 1942. T h e affair was enCoolidge P o w e r s ,
Burleigh
joyed by all of us a n d we wish
W e b b , a n d James Vinson. T h e y
to express our appreciation to
helped the team win over the
them.
Vanstory Vikings by the score
T h e purple and gold of Omeof 27-13.
ga Psi Phi Fraternity is definitely
T h e Lamps and the Pyramid in the race for the championship
C l u b gave a Post-Valentine of the Intra-mural basketball
dance on February 20, 1942. contest. W e turned down our
T h i s dance was given in h o n o r first victim, T h e Vanstory Viof our Big Brothers a n d Big kings, by a score of 27-13.
Sisters. Until the next issue
Until next time, I am,
watch the Purple and Gold on G E O R G E W. M I L L E R , J R , '43
the h a r d wood.
Reporter
L O R E N Z O S H O F F N E R , '42
•
Reporter

Beta Epsilon

The Senior Class
T h i s m o n t h most of the members of the Senior Class can see
t h e materialization of their
dreams for the past four years.
An order has been placed for
the class keys and invitations.
In a few days you will see the
fellows sporting a classy key on
their chains and the girls a r o u n d
their necks.
Orchids should be given to
Messers. Littlejohn, Barnhill and
Henderson who worked so diligently on the committees to collect the money for the keys a n d
invitations.
Respectfully submitted,
R. T . G I L C H R I S T , J R .

Beta Epsilon is fairly b u b b l i n g
over with activity.
First of all there is the "Miss
Beta Epsilon Contest" which is
being conducted u n d e r the competent guidance of Bro. Epps.
Brother Epps has chosen as candidates for Miss Beta Epsilon
some of the campus' most representative pulchritude—those candidates are Misses Valois Hines,
Evelyn Adams, Evelyn Davis,
Alyce Braddock, J u a n i t a Matthews a n d Francis H y m a n . You
won't find a more beautiful or
vivacious group of young women
anywhere, a n d if you do, let
Brother Epps know about it.
Beta Epsilon has dates to present movies on the 28 of February a n d the 14 a n d 17 of
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AND
March. We have tried to make
selections which will be educational as well as entertaining.
O u r first selection will be " T h e
Scarlet Pimpernel." It is a story
that has it's setting during intriguing and exciting days of the
French Revolution. . . . You
must see it. It promises to be
one of the high lights of the year
in campus entertainment.
Along the educational line,
every year Alpha Phi Alpha presents during the latter part of
April a n d the first of May an
educational program. T h i s program is called the EducationFor-Citizenship Week, and this
year it is being observed from
April 26 through May 3. Beta
Epsilon is searching through the
list of Alphas' great men to find
someone to bring here. Brother Daniels, president of Shaw,
may be our speaker. W e are
p l a n n i n g an extensive program
for Citizenship Week, so be on
the lookout for all annuoncements. W e plan to conduct student forums and to bring at
least two speakers to the campus.
Speaking of Alpha's great,
Brother A. Clayton Powell is an
example of the men who belong
to the fold of Alpha.
Intra-murally, we stand about
even. O u r first game with the
Greensboro Big Five team resulted in a 40-9 victory for us.
W e lost our second game to the
Kappas by one point. O u r hats
ofl to the Kappas b u t here is a
little maxim we would like to
leave with them; SUCCESS IS
N E V E R F I N A L A N D FAILURE NEVER FATAL.
J. FLOYD L O V E L L , '43
•

Delta News
Soror Margarette Ellison a n d
Soror Elizabeth t>ibbs returned
from their trip to Detroit, Michigan, where they represented Al
pha Mu at the National Convention of Delta Sigma T h e t a . T h e y
brought back a wonderful report to the soiority. O n e of the
major things that was done at
the convention was that Delta
Sigma T h e t a bought $5,000
worth of defense bonds.
W e are p l a n n i n g a big celebration for May Day and our
a n n u a l Spring affair.
Alpha Mu is making plans for
its national project: T o H e l p
get more jobs for the colored
women of America.
D U L C I E O. LEWIS, '42
Reporter
•

The Defense Club
Robert Harper, the barber of
the campus a n d an outstanding
student was called to the colors
last week. Since his freshman
year, he has satisfactorily cut
most of the fellows hair on the
campus and a large n u m b e r of
these fellows have decided to go
a m o n t h without a hair cut and
take the 25c and buy defense
stamps. At present, we have fifty
members and here's hoping that
many others will do likewise.
W e were not all as fortunate
as H a r p e r in being able to do
our duty for our country now,
b u t we feel as Lincoln did when
he said, "Let us have faith that
right makes might; a n d in that
faith let us to the end, do our
duty as we u n d e r s t a n d it."
Girls, give your boy friends a
break if you see them without a
hair-cut. T h e y are helping to
preserve democracy.
Respectfully submitted,
R. T . G I L C H R I S T , JR., '42
Reporter.

OTHERS
Kappa Komment
T h e Alpha N u Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity is
still working hard on the dear
road of "Phi Nu Pi," as it always
does. W e h a d a very fine time
at the Freshman Scholastic Social, on the evening of January
23, 1942 at Annie H o l l a n d H a l l
Recreation Room. T h e r a n k i n g
freshmen and their guests, the
brothers and their guests and the
little brothers a n d their guests
danced by the good mellow music. At intermission, everyone
was served in Kappa style, of
course. Alvin V. Blount, Jr.,
polemarch, p r e s e n t e d Dean
Gibbs. who awarded a scholarship to Miss Frolence B. Simmons of Greensboro. Miss Simmons was the ranking m e m b e r
of the freshman class. After the
presentation of the scholarship
Polemarch Blount awarded the
Sweetheart of Kappa Alpha Psi
C u p to Miss Gwendolyn Peterson, who was chosen Miss Alpha
N u for the year of 1942. W e feel
it an h o n o r indeed to h o n o r
such a young lady and hold her
dearly as the love a n d inspiration of Alpha N u .
W e were very fortunate indeed to have two victories in
the intra-mural activities. W e
won from the Independents, 2221 and from the Alphas, 21-19.
W e enter in these activities with
a clean m i n d of sportsmanship
and courage, with a zeal of honor
and pride for our opponents
and we trust that the intra-mural
program will prove to be q u i t e
beneficial to our fellow-students.
As usual we wish everyone a
success from day to day, a n d
at this time, we are trying to p u t
a few young men across the burning sands of Kappa a n d they
have so willingly sacrificed the
time to run across a n d the brothers of Phi Nu Pi still are helping
to build into them the ability to
love mankind. T h o s e who are
on probation are H e r m a n Holley, A r t h u r Smith and R o b e r t
Wilson. Much luck. Well, I'll
be seeing you in the next issue.
W A L T E R L. H A M I L T O N , J R .
Kommentator

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
D u r i n g the past q u a r t e r the
sorority was successful in its undertaking. We are h o p i n g to
do equally as well t h r o u g h o u t
the school year.
W i t h our m o t t o in mind, "Finer W o m a n h o o d , we are trying
daily to cooperate among ourselves in order that others may
see our good work on the campus W e are wishing everyone
a successful school term.
On Monday February 23, the
Zetas inaugurated the a n n u a l
"Finer W o m a n h o o d " Week with
an address before the general
assembly of faculty a n d students
by Mr. J. A. (Billboard) Jackson of New York City.
Mr Jackson who is a prominent member of the Sigma Fraternity, brother organization to
the Zetas, spoke on Negro Women of the present, a n d showed
in a very enlightening way that
women are now found engaged
in nearly every business or profession in which m e n are employed.
MARY J O H N S O N , '42
Reporter
•
Jasper: W h a t are electoral
votes?
Bessie: T h e y are votes sent by
telephone, telegraph, radio, or
some other electrical device.
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when they returned: " W e just
wanted to see which of us was
better." As it happened, it was
a tie game, and though there is
symbolism enough in that ideal
ending, the significance of the
O n e h u n d r e d and eighty seven
incident, a n d of plenty of others
"Priorities" on building matelike it, is that the boys, colored thousand Negro 4-H club memrials don't mean m u c h to Major
a n d white, had n o prejudice bers in 16 states have put themWillis, colored farmer of Chamselves on a full wartime footing
against each other.
bers County, Alabama, because
Intelligent white people sel- by joining in a seven-point Viche and his family have recently
dom suffer from race prejudice tory Program, according to the
finished
building a two-story
so severely as ignorant ones, a n d Extension Service of the U. S.
house made out of field rock.
o f Agriculture.
there are many who would, if Department
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Mr. Willis, his wife a n d two
Plans for the program were outthey
dared,
acknowledge
that
pella
Choir
a
n
d
T
h
e
Glee
C
l
u
b
boys worked on this two-story
they have none whatever. But lined here several weeks ago at
building for almost two years, of the W o m a n ' s College of the
too few dare. For wherever the a conference on civilian defense
picking u p materials from fields University of N o r t h Carolina.
The Pyramid Club
disease
of race prejudice is between Mrs. Franklin D. Roosethey are buying t h r o u g h the DeRev. J. Clyde T u r n e r gave
found,
it
is bitter a n d incurable velt and USDA 4-H club leaders.
Did
you
ever
stop
to
think
that
p a r t m e n t of Agriculture's Farm the invocation. D r . R. NathanT h e program calls for 4-H
Security tenant-purchase pro- iel Dett directed the choirs and the least little thing you say or and dies only with death.
club
members, white and colored
But
if
n
o
t
h
i
n
g
can
remove
race
do
might
influence
someone?
If
gram and from land farmed by congregation in singing "Lift
neighbors. Of course Mr. Wil- Every Voice and Sing." Mr. so begin now saying and doing prejudice from those in whom alike, to (1) explain and interlis has had experience at this Vassar directed the singing of the right thing at the right time. it is ingrained, they should not pret to the community the four
sort of thing. His earnings from " O Beautiful for Spacious Skies." T h a t ' s what we as Pyramids are be allowed to violate our na- freedoms: Freedom of Speech,
extra jobs of brick laying and Mrs. Charles A. Banks was or- striving to do. W e are striving tion's democracy. At least, our Freedom of Worship, Freedom
carpentering helped two daugh- ganist a n d accompanist. T h e to make each little word act and government can a n d should see from Want, and Freedom from
Fear; (2) make every effort to
ters t h r o u g h college.
benediction was delivered by the deed be of an uplifting or in- to it that all Americans shall
produce and conserve needed
have
equal
economic
opportunispiring
nature.
Downstairs the house has a Rev. J. E. Brower, pastor St.
feeds in 4-H club projects; (3)
ty
and
that
colored
people
in
W h e n the poet wrote these
living a n d dining room combi- Matthew's Methodist Church.
this democracy shall not suffer save for victory, prevent waste,
lines,
he
not
only
portrayed
a
nation, three bedrooms a n d a
beautiful thought, but gave us insults because of their color. It collect scrap metal, burlap, palarge kitchen. Upstairs are two
a lesson as to the things we say: can a n d should insist that col- per, etc; (4) improve individual
more bedrooms a n d below the
"A little word of kindness spoken ored citizens shall share respon- and community health; (5) learn
house is a cellar large enough to
sibility with white citizens for useful technical and mechanical
A motion, a tear;
keep all the food they can use in
the welfare of the nation, and skills and volunteer for civilian
Has
often
healed
a
heart
that
a winter.
thus remove the chief reason for defense work; (6) practice the
was broken,
T h i s winter Mrs. Willis is
the half-tolerant, wholly patron- democratic procedure; and (7)
And made a friend sincere."
h a r d at work landscaping and
izing contempt of the white for strive to better understand the
(Continued from Pege 1 ) '
RUBY BOON
decorating their new home. Reg- of seventeen will have time to bethe colored a n d thereby build social and economic forces at
u l a r customers for her home- gin, complete their college trainin the colored citizen belief in work in the country through dis
baked bread a n d cakes supply ing and receive their degrees by
himself.
Democratic govern- cussion groups and other orthe extra cash this requires.
ment must keep apace of science ganized community activities.
the time they become twenty
•
a n d realize that there is n o basis
years old a n d eligible for milibeyond prejudice for the belief
tary service u n d e r the 1 a w.
T h e techers training Schedule
that one race is intrinsically suHouse of Representatives Young women may register in
for the Winter Q u r t e r at A. &
perior to another.
Continued
the new plan also a n d complete
(Continued from Page 3)
T . College has been established
Meet
the requirements in three years. and hidden and apart from the injustice may make any one in- and the following students will
ferior, temporarily, regardless of
T h e House of Representatives,
do practice teaching in the
A regular Freshman Orienta- thinking of the mass of the his color.
along with other interested stunamed centers or schools:
white
people.
T
h
e
crisis
aption Program will be instituted
I read with complete approvdents of A. a n d T . held a most
Florence High School—James
with the opening of Summer proaches, whether white people al of every plan to better the
interesting meeting, February 11,
School this year, a n d regular are willing to know it or not. conditions u n d e r which colored Warren, Chester Wiggins, J o h n
1942. T h e purpose of which
It approaches in the world, and
Wright;
was to discuss various problems Freshman courses will be avail- with that inexorable march our people must live and work. But
Goshen School—James Baird,
able
in
all
departments
of
the
until race prejudice is conquered Charlie Daniels, Onnie Privett;
that h a d arisen on the campus.
own people are keeping step.
College.
T h e s e representatives proved
W h a t then should we do if we and its effects removed, the bitBrown Summit School—WalAll requirements a n d stand- are honest believers in the demo- ter fact remains that the colored ter Evans, J. J. DeVane, K. N .
quite willing to help alleviate
any conditions that might arise ards at to courses, hours, credits cratic way of life? W e must move American knows he will not get Groves;
on this campus. T h e y feel that a n d quality points will be ob- swiftly and at once, a n d our a better job for being better eduSedalia High S c h o o l - H i l b e r t
the course of action taken by served u n d e r the new p l a n as President should not fear so to cated a n d better housed or for Sessons, W m . Ferguson, W m .
them may go a long way in mak- now obtained.
move, to do away with the ef- having in his childhood more T u c k ;
Freshmen desiring to enter on
ing a bigger a n d stronger A. a n d
fects of race prejudice u p o n col- playgrounds. H e will not be
Gibsonville School-William
J u n e 8th should make applicaT.
ored Americans. Race prejudice given an equal chance with the White, Walter Johnson, W. Q.
tion
immediately
to
Mr.
L.
A.
R U T H CRAIG
unfortunately by surgical opera- white American of his class and Lemon.
Wise, Registrar. H e will furtion, although it is an evil and ability. Race prejudice will still
These trainers will be expectnish information as to the necescannot be taken out of people deny democracy to him.
ed to assist the farmers with their
sary steps to be taken.
Are we Americans to go on farm problems as well as instruct
foreign growth. Children do not
Interracial Group Meets
accepting
the stupidities of race the students who are taking vohave it until they catch it from
(Continued from Page 1 )
older people. I have frequent prejudice? I know the oft-re- cational Agriculture at the trainT h e m a i n business was the makproof of this, the most recent be- peated wearisome defense. In- centers.
A M O N G THE
ing plans for the Interracial
ing through the 12-year son of termarriage is the fearful specter
T h e following men heve been
Musical which was held on Feban American friend newly re- behind everything. On that there admitted to begin their methods
is b u t one answer. Are we to de- work in the teacher training deruary 8, at the First Baptist
turned from China.
GREEKS
nv
to 12,000.000 Americans the p a r t m e n t whose work will be
Church.
T h i s white child goes to public school in a New Jersey town. n'crhts and privileges of our coun- largely at the college:
T h e Representatives from A.
a n d T . were Misses Esther Hicks, Alpha Phi Chapter, Alpha When a class picnic was to be trv, and are we to risk our very
Earl F. Simmons of Kinston,
held it was found that the place democracv itself, by maintaining N. C ; Geo. Lipscombe, former
T h e l m a W o r t h , R u t h Craig, and Kappa Alpha Sorority
chosen excluded colored people. a determined ruler-subject rela- State N . F. A. President of CasMessers. Francis M e b a n e and
Keeping
u
p
with
the
patriotic
T o his deep indignation the boy tionship between white and col- well County; Geo. W. Bryant
Fred Freeman. O t h e r schools
represented were I m m a n u e l Lu- spirit of the time, the Alpha Phi found that his teachers, instead ored, because some day a few of W a k e County; Roy Askew of
theran, Greensboro College, Wo- Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha of changing the place, accepted white a n d colored individuals Bertie County; Willie G. Pierce
man's College, Guilford College, Sorority entertained the fresh- the exclusion and managed by mav choose to marry each other? of Columbus County; Macon S.
Is democracv right or is it Lennon of Columbus County;
a n d Palmer Memorial Institute. m a n girls at an AU-American "tactful ways" to see that n o
T h e next meeting will be held party on the evening of February colored children came to the pic- wrone? If it is right, then let and LeRoy R e d d e n of Green
County.
1, 1942. T h e sorors made very nic. T h e white boy was shocked us dare to make it true.
at W o m a n ' s College.
P E A R L S. BUCK
charming hostesses dressed in to the soul at this injustice in
C. E. Dean, teacher trainer
their patriots costumes, and the his own land to which h e had Perkasie. Pennsylvania
stated- that a majority of the
patriotic spirit was carried out long looked with love a n d pride
seniors enrolled in the departRecord Book Proposed
a n d more so by the table and while he was growing u p in
ment were graduates of VocaStudents, you are called u p o n room decorations of red, white China. His h u r t was personal, MAY N A M E R A C E M E M B E R tional Agriculture i n
High
to make some contribution to and blue.
too, because his own best friend
Schools of the state.
O F AVAR P R O D U C T I O N
the securing of a Record book in
T h e sorority is indeed proud happened to be a fine colored
BOARD
order that the names of those to have one of their n u m b e r boy. "I won't go if H e n r y can't
students w h o have gone to ren- working for the government as go." was his right decision.
W A S H I N G T O N , D. C . - R u - C H U R C H ASSETS
der their services in the army a junior stenographer. Although
Nor do adolescents have race mors are afloat to the effect that NEARLY $40,000,000
might be recorded. Please make they were sorry to see Soror Nel- prejudice in anything like the President Roosevelt may n a m e a
this contribution to Mr. James da Green leave, Alpha Phi felt degree that older people have. Negro to the W a r Production
WILBERFORE, Ohio-BishAaron or to Mr. Jessie Francis. that it was to her advantage Recently in Texas there were Board.
A m o n g the n a m e re- op R. R. Wright, Jr., acting
Signed,
a n d they encouraged her to go a championship white football oortedly considered are A. Philip president of Wilberforce UniverR U T H CRAIG
forward to success. Soror Mar- team a n d a championship col- R a n d o l p h of the Sleeping Car sity, is presenting to the bishops
jorie Johnson made a return ored team at high schools in the Porter's Brotherhood; W a l t e r council of the American Methovisit to Women's College re- same city. Of course, their man- White, secretary of the N A A C P dist Episcopal Church a financently
at their request. Besides agers a n d coaches would not and President F. D. Patterson of cial statement which shows the
"I hear that our fire chief has
church has assets of nearly $40,discharged the new efficiency ex- being a guest soloist at Women's schedule them to play each oth- Tuskegee Institute.
College, Soror J o h n s o n has ap- er. But the white team went out
pert."
T h e representation would be 000,000 with less than $10,000,peared on several p r o g r a m s one m o r n i n g by secret arrange- for it* moral effect according to 000 liabilities, showing net worth
" W h a t for?"
ment a n d played the colored those w h o think such an ap- in the neighborhood of $30,000," H e p u t u n b r e a k a b l e glass t h r o u g h o u t the city.
000.
O u r plans for the a n n u a l fa- team. T h e y said to their coach p o i n t m e n t will be made.
in the fire alarm boxes."

Priorities Don't M e a n
A Thing To This Farmer
Race Relations

Sunday Observed

culty talent night are well on
their way now and very shortly
we shall be presenting the faculty in person. As most of you
already know, this is an a n n u a l
affair sponsored by the Alpha
Phi Chapter of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority for the benefit
of giving a scholarship to some
worthy high school student.
Well, the ladies who wear pink
and green bid you farewell for
the time being, but we'll be
back.

Freshmen In

Summer School

Democracy and

The Negro

Negro 4-H Clubs

In Victory Program

'

